Validation of a computerized QRS criterion for estimating myocardial infarction size and correlation with quantitative morphologic measurements.
This replication study describes the relation of myocardial infarction (MI) size, measured at autopsy, to initial and late QRS abnormalities, measured by computerized spatial vectorcardiography. Thirty-one patients with MIs of differing ages and left ventricular locations and 24 patients with no evidence of heart disease were studied. The percent volume of MI was significantly estimated by the initial QRS abnormalities (r = 0.94, p less than 0.00001). The 2 regression equations from the previous training set and from this present test set were compared to verify validity of the criterion, the integral of magnitudes of spatial vectors during initial abnormal depolarization to estimate MI size. There was not a significant difference between the 2 intercepts, the 2 slopes, the 2 straight-line regressions or the 2 correlation coefficients. The additional information obtained from late QRS abnormalities contributed little to improve estimation of size of multiple MIs of differing ages and left ventricular locations, but accurately predicted (r = 0.87) the size in single inferobasal MI. The results indicate that vectorcardiographic measurements of early activation abnormalities is a valid criterion to estimate MI size.